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Abstract 
In this paper, we focus on presenting a novel AI-based service 
platform proposal called AIDI (Artificial Intelligence Distribution 
Interface for healthcare). AIDI proposal is based on our earlier 
research work in which we evaluated AI-based healthcare services 
which have been used successfully in practice among healthcare 
service providers. We have also used our systematic review about AI-
based healthcare services benefits in various healthcare sectors. This 
novel AIDI proposal contains services for health assessment, 
healthcare evaluation, and cognitive assistant which can be used by 
researchers, healthcare service provides, clinicians, and consumers. 
AIDI integrates multiple health databases and data lakes with AI 
service providers and open access AI algorithms. It also gives 
healthcare service providers open access to state-of-the-art AI-based 
diagnosis and analysis services. This paper provides a description of 
AIDI platform, how it could be developed, what can become obstacles 
in the development, and how the platform can provide benefits to 
healthcare when it will be operational in the future.
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1 Introduction
Implementing Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods in healthcare services is the key element for reducing healthcare costs
and improving health outcome. This have been proven in several studies where benefits of AI methods have been
compared with the traditional process1. Even if there are proven benefits when implementing methods using AI into
healthcare services there are also many issues which need to be taken into account if we would like to see AI to have a
breakthrough in the field of healthcare.We need to proceedwith AI as one technology of augmented intelligence solution
where AI will be helping clinicians and healthcare decision makers providing more accurate diagnosis, predictions, and
guidance. We can accept AI as a natural evolution in healthcare information technology (IT) only when all actors can
see benefits of AI and these benefits can be identified and approved by all actors in healthcare processes. To provide
better chance of success to AI evolution or even “revolution”, we must provide the possibility to healthcare services
developers and researchers to access scientifically studied and validated state-of-the-art AI methods and health
information databases to enhance healthcare processes and healthcare outcome. These AI methods and databases should
be accessible transparently and without high costs or regulatory barriers. Some companies, such as GE Healthcare, are
already working with AI platforms which make quick implementation of proprietary AI algorithms or third-party AI
algorithms possible inside one platform2.

Our novel AIDI platform will be designed to provide easy access interface for healthcare service providers, healthcare IT
companies, and researchers for utilizing state-of-the-art third party or self-developed AI methods for specific healthcare
use cases. It contains cloud-based AI services which can be integrated to other end user organizations’ healthcare service
platforms with open application programming interfaces (APIs). These AI services can be used by clinicians or other
healthcare stakeholders for providing support in decision making. AIDI can be used for new AI methods validation and
evaluation purposes. The goal of the state-of-the-art AIDI platform is to provide more accurate and cost-effective
diagnosis, predictions to healthcare, and give researchers and developers a platform to validate and evaluate new AI
methods.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides an overview of the AI benefits in healthcare sector and rationale for
the development of AIDI platform. Section 2 gives an architectural and technical overview of AIDI platform. Section 3
discusses use cases, benefits, and issues of AIDI platform development. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and
sketches some future work.

2 AIDI architecture and technical overview
In this section we provide an abstract architectural design of AIDI and details of its interfaces, application/software stack,
and intended use. Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of AIDI containing actual server with data repository interfaces
for data repositories and AI service providers, proprietary and public AI methods and algorithms database, and interface
for end users. AIDI services will be operated in a cloud environment such as Microsoft Azure or similar.

AIDI contains applications, service models, and data interfaces to end users, such as healthcare service development
companies and healthcare service providers, researchers, and individuals. AIDI also has data interfaces to health databases,
imaging databases, and AI service and algorithm providers. Figure 2 shows AIDI technology stack components.

AIDI technology is capable of parallel processing of vast amounts of data from multiple data sources and will provide
real-time analytics for research purposes and clinical decision making. Technology stack modules will be developed by
using basic software development tools and open source software modules. It contains four layers: Front-End, Data
Processing, Integration, and Data Storage.

Front-end layer consists of web-based user interface (UI) for main application features, such as graphic tools and views
of services and applications, selection of databases, analytics tools, and internal or third-party AI methods. Front-end
contains also a separate analytics viewwhere end users can see analytics of processed data and implement analysis view to
own healthcare services or applications. It can be used by developers and researchers for own AI method testing and
evaluation and comparison to other similar AI methods. Moreover, front-end contains UI for integration purposes where
end users can configure own data integration settings, provide input data for AI, and implement ownAImethods and data
repositories. Front-end can be developed with Python and/or with ReactJS and data visualization can be enriched with
streaming services visualization tools.

Data processing layer includes processing and analyzing methods for training data and user data with AI based
processes. Pseudonymization and harmonization provide extra security layer to anonymization and harmonize data
which can be received from multiple open or proprietary data lakes or data repositories. Machine learning processor can
be used to perform data processing tasks, such as deep learning and supervised/unsupervised learning. Machine vision
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processor will provide AI, for example, image recognition and feature extraction needs. Natural language processor runs
AI methods for language processing tasks, such as content extraction, classification, text generation, and machine
translation. For data analysis and processing we can use third-party machine learning platforms, such as OpenAI3, Tensor
Flow4, IBM Watson5, and Azure Cognitive Services6, and technologies, such as Python, and AI libraries, such as
OpenCV, SciKit Learn, and Pandas.

Integration layer contains APIs for external databases, such as radiology imaging services (DICOM standard), hospital
information systems (HL7 standard), and other third-party databases and data lakes (XML and JSONmessaging formats).
External data can be used as teaching data for AI methods. AI services API will provide integration to third-party AI
algorithms and services, such as OpenAI, Tensor Flow, IBMWatson, and Azure Cognitive Services. AIDI open API will
provide integration technology to end users to upload own data and AI methods to AIDI. For integration and data
streaming AIDI can utilize streaming service platforms, such as Google Cloud Dataflow, Apache Kafka, or Amazon
Kinesis.

Figure 1. Basic architecture of AIDI.

Figure 2. AIDI technology stack.
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Data storage layer has repositories for public and proprietary AI algorithms as well as database for AI teaching data
retrieved from external databases or from end user database. End user database is used for maintaining users and
organizations in AIDI services. AIDI has also service to import/export virtual machines and databases that AIDI can be
easily installed to a cloud service, such as Microsoft Azure or to local server and database if AIDI would be used as
proprietary service for specific company or organization use cases.

3 Use cases
We propose modular AIDI deep learning solution with AIDI’s ownAImethods and third-party AImethods. As a starting
point AIDI will provide AImethods for use cases which are used in prediction, diagnostic, and analytics. Robotic surgery
and surgery live monitoring use cases are excluded due to the critical life-threatening nature of these use cases. AIDI
solution will be able to analyze high volume data and distributed data and provide diagnosis or analysis from input data in
real-time. Catalogue of AI methods can be expanded based on use cases arising from healthcare service providers or
healthcare information system developers. We have evaluated that AIDI can include AI services which are explained in
sections 3.1-3.9.

3.1 Automatic disease identification/diagnosis
Efficiency of AI has been identified in eye diseases7, breast cancer8,9, and skin cancer10 diagnosis when using data
mining, natural language processing, andmachine visionmethods. Furthermore, glucose level prediction is one of the use
cases where AI methods have been utilized successfully11. AI methods can be used for tuberculosis diagnostics12 and
prediction of psychosis13. AIDI platform can implement these studied AI methods to provide direct access to utilize these
methods for customers and end users.

3.2 Personalised medicine
Personalised medicine is tailoring of medical treatment to the individual characteristics of each patient. The approach
relies on the understanding of how a person's unique molecular and genetic profile makes them susceptible to certain
diseases. Personalised medicine also focuses to provide detection of the diseases at an earlier stage when treatment
activities can be applied more effectively14. AIDI can monitor patient diagnosis and data and based on data provided to
pre-trained AI methods AIDI can suggest most effective treatments and/or medication to patient.

3.3 Medication errors and medication non-adherence
AImethods to detect medication errors and increasemedication adherence are used in healthcare sector. AI can be used to
create screening system to detect potential medication errors and generate alerts to clinical decision support (CDS)
systems and electronic medical record (EMR) systems15. Machine vision and neural networks have been used efficiently
tomonitor medication intake by patients to enhancemedication adherence. AIDI can provide access to thesemethods as a
service to be utilized by healthcare service providers.

3.4 Identifying candidates for clinical trials
In clinical trials it is essential to identify potentially eligible patients to create more comprehensive clinical trials with
lower costs. AI can be used to help in clinical trial design and to find patterns in large datasets for identifyingmost suitable
patients before clinical trials start and AI can be used also for enabling more effective and accurate monitoring of patients
during clinical trials. By using AI methods increase in enrolment in clinical trials has been observed. Furthermore,
utilization of AI methods increases identification of eligible patients for clinical trials16.

3.5 Epidemic outbreak prediction and management
On-going 2020 Covid-19 pandemic has increased the need to predict the progression of epidemics and pandemics. AI
methods can be used for different epidemics by combining and analysing information of spatial spreading and behaviour
data of the epidemic. As a result, estimation and prediction of epidemic spreading can be achieved17. Real-time
forecasting of epidemic outbreak with AI have been used in COVID-19 forecasting in China with high accuracy18.
Furthermore, AI methods can be used in managing on-going epidemic outbreaks by providing methods for identification
of on-going epidemic outbreak, diagnosing and prognosing infections, and identifying possible therapeutic options19.
AIDI methods can provide end users the solutions which utilize data from public and private health databases and data
lakes to predict possibility for epidemics.

3.6 Medical image diagnostics
AI has been used in connection with medical imaging for a long time and the use of AI methods has been extensively
studied and proven to surpass human diagnosis in practical clinical work. In the field of medical imaging the AI
technologies, such as DNNandDL, can produce remarkable improvement in healthcare outcome and they have proven to
provide enhancement in speed, accuracy, and cost reduction in interpretation of medical images20. Medical image
diagnostics can be utilized in healthcare formultiple cases, such as for identifying cardiovascular abnormalities, detecting
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common eye diseases by optical coherence tomography, detecting musculoskeletal injuries, identifying neurological
diseases, identifying thoracic complications, and in oncology for screening common cancers21-23. AIDI can provide
these validated methods to end users for instant image analysis. Our plan is to provide AI methods for medical image
diagnostics as among the first of AIDI services.

3.7 Health monitoring and preventive health
AI utilization in health monitoring and preventive health consist of solutions for continuous health status monitoring,
healthcare assessment tools, and symptom checking solutions which can be used by patients and healthcare professionals
periodically or continuously. AI is also commonly used in personal health monitoring and giving personalized
suggestions for preventive health based on user parameters, such as activity tracking, nutrition, sleep analysis, weight,
body composition, and vital signs, such as blood pressure and blood sugar. Personal health apps are the most common
health monitoring solutions which collect data from user smartwatch and smartphone and utilize AI to provide analysis
and suggestions for end users. There are also clinical remote monitoring solutions which utilize AI, such as cardiology
monitoring, sleep monitoring, and posture monitoring24,25. AIDI can provide periodical/intermittent analytics from the
collected data and provide analysis to healthcare services development companies or research organizations.

3.8 Virtual nursing assistants
Healthcare services utilize AI based virtual nursing assistants in various use cases. By using virtual nursing assistants,
hospitals will be able to reduce sudden hospital visits and reduce the load of healthcare professionals. Virtual assistant
applications can listen, talk, and give advice/recommendations based on patient conversation, health history and health data
of the patient. Common virtual nursing assistant solutions provide pre-diagnosis for patients and healthcare professionals
based on the healthcare assessment questionnaire and patient history data before entering the primary care26,27.

3.9 New AI methods evaluation
AIDI can be used to validate usability of new AI methods. AIDI will contain a growing number of AI methods for
healthcare use cases. AIDI also provides access to training data and actual data. New AI methods can be evaluated and
validated by comparing new AI method outcome (i.e., identification of accuracy, specificity, or sensitivity) and compare
results with previous AI methods results. With this evaluation and validation service third-party AI method developers
can create better AI methods which can be utilized in AIDI platform by companies or research organizations. Evaluation
can be done by a specific multidisciplinary team and by scoring system in AIDI. This scoring provides end users valuable
information about usability of selected AI method in specific use case.

As an example of AIDI we present the process flow of use case where clinicians want to analyse radiology image to
identify possible lesion from the image. Steps are explained and shown in Figure 3:

Figure 3. Automatic image diagnosis - process flow.
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1. User sends radiology image to AIDI with information about use case (example case breast cancer analysis).

2. OpenAPImodule analyses query and transmits information and asks for details from the user about the use case.

3. AI services API select used AI service from data processing layer and select suitable algorithm from AI
algorithm database or from third-party AI methods. In this example, selected service will be Machine Vision
Processor and selected AI method is feature extraction.

4. AIDI Machine Vision Processor continuously receives radiology images for diagnosis from imaging databases
for AI algorithm training.

5. Machine Vision processor uses training images for data pre-processing, classification, and feature detection.

6. Training data for AI processor is received fromRIS/PACS systems as background service and AI algorithms are
continuously trained with collected data.

7. Suitable AI algorithm for image analysis is selected and sent toMachine Vision Processor for real-time analysis.

8. Results and findings from image analysis will be sent back to user and will be shown to user in Analytics
UI. AI algorithmmay also be altered during real-time analysis and sent as new enhanced version of the algorithm
into the AIDI database.

9. User will send diagnosis back to AIDI which can be used to improve the used AI algorithm accuracy. AIDI will
monitor continuously the user-experienced diagnosis accuracy compared to diagnosis provided by AIDI.

Advantages for actors in healthcare

When utilizing AIDI in healthcare use cases we can provide immediate benefits for all actors in care process and service
development.For software and servicesdevelopment, there is less timeused for trainingAImethods, sinceAIDI developers
can use ready-made AI methods and modify methods and algorithms to meet their own use case specific needs. There is also
no need to search for training data for AI algorithms, because AIDI contains interface for training data repositories. For
healthcare service providers and caregivers, there is instant prediction, analysis, or pre-diagnosis possibility with the
softwarewhich utilizeAIDI platform features.AIDI canprovide enhancement indiagnosis accuracy anddiagnosis speed.For
patients, healthcare customers, and peoplewho are tracking their wellbeing, AIDI provides accurate and instant diagnosis,
prognosis, and predictions based on personal health data and verified and trained AI analytics from large datasets.

The savings potential when usingAI in healthcare is very high. InUSA annual savings are expected to be 150 billionUSD
by 202628. When comparing this savings potential to total US healthcare expenditure in 2018 (3600 billion USD with
4,6% annual growth) we expect that US healthcare expenditure will be 5150 billion USD in 202629.With these values we
evaluate that AI utilization can bring 2,9% reduction in healthcare expenditure in the US. We evaluate that same cost
reduction percentage can be achieved also globally.

AIDI benefits can be presented by the situation where state-of-the-art AI methods are integrated into AIDI and these services
areutilized inhealthcare in full scale.Benefits canbe introduced invalues, suchas improvement in careoutcome, cost reduction
in healthcare, quality-of-life improvement among patients, and reduction in workload among healthcare professionals30.

For evaluation of AIDI methods in healthcare we also suggest a first version of the weighted scoring system for AI
benchmarking. Our novel scoring provides benefit assessment for evaluating the implementation of new AI method in
certain healthcare use case. Output is informed as AIscore. Same tool withmodified parameter information can be used to
evaluate AI method benefits in other business sector use cases. Parameters of the equation are: Scientifically Proven
Improvement compared to traditional method (SPI), Training Data Score (TDS), Cost Reduction (CR), Quality-of-Life
improvement (QoL), and Workload Reduction (WR). Parameters and weights will be inserted by evaluation team.
Evaluation team has researchers and professionals in a particular field of healthcare. Parameter values inform parameter
impact, effect, positive outcome, or improvement in certain use case of AImethod. For example, parameter SPI can be set
by specificity and sensitivity of AI method. Furthermore, parameter TDS can be set by evaluation training data quality
and amount of training data parameters for the specific healthcare use case. Parameters CR, QoL andWR will be scored
by evaluation team. Each of the parameters will be using weighted coefficient (Wn) based on the importance of parameter
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for specific use case. There is also acceptance parameter (AP) expressing whether method can be used for specific use
case or not. AIscore will be developed and evaluated in future AIDI research projects.

By using AIDI and its validation of AI methods by AIscore, we can provide centralized AI distribution and utilization
platform where all actors can benefit from effective and evaluated AI services. AIDI platform can also contain sales
channel for evaluated AI methods which can be easily adopted for healthcare industry purposes. AI method developers
can provide methods through AIDI as “Google Play” style where AI will be openly available.

Concerns of AIDI adoption in healthcare

Although AI methods in AIDI can provide scientifically proven enhancement in diagnosis and predictions accuracy, we
must keep inmind thatAIDIwill only provide information and guidance for healthcare decisionmakers. AIDI platform or
AI methods overall are not yet allowed to provide direct diagnosis. Healthcare professionals will always be responsible
for providing diagnosis and final decision. There are also challenges which can emerge whenAIDI services are utilized in
healthcare. These issues aremarket acceptance and end user acceptance. Possible reasons for these issues are arising from
the lack of curated healthcare data. Moreover, previous studies show that there might be resistance from healthcare
professionals and patients to trust AI based decisions and diagnosis. Furthermore, people think that there is less “human
touch” in care process when AI takes a greater role in healthcare. Moreover, shortage of regulations in AI in healthcare
and data privacy can cause challenges. All these issues and challenges should be considered in planning phase of theAIDI
project to enable acceptance of AIDI services to all end user groups and to all regulatory authorities.

4 Conclusion and future work
Based on our own researchwork related toAI benefits in healthcare and promising results from other researches in healthcare
AI we can conclude that AI is beneficial to all actors in healthcare sectors. This “revolution” of AI in healthcare has not gone
unnoticed by healthcare services development companies. Technology companies are continuously developing and releasing
new AI services and even service platforms. Some of the platforms have similarity in AI methods distribution to our AIDI
proposal. There are technology giants, such as IBM, Google, Microsoft, General Electric, and Siemens investing and
developing AI solutions. We have evaluated that the drivers of the growth in healthcare AI development are based on
scientifically proven advantages in care outcome and savings in healthcare costs with AI30. These factors have created the
very high market growth. Also, other factors driving the market growth are the increasing volume of healthcare data and
growing complexities of datasets driving the need forAI, the intensifying need to reduce towering healthcare costs, improving
computing power and declining hardware costs, growingnumber of cross-industry partnerships and collaborations, and rising
imbalance between health workforce and patients driving the need for improved healthcare services. Furthermore, onemajor
factor growing the AI market growth is the adoption of AI by multiple pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies across
the world. Global healthcare AI market is estimated to grow from 4,9 billion USD (estimated market size in 2020) to 45,2
billion USD in 2026 giving 44,9% of compound annual growth rate for this 6-year period31.

Our future research work will focus on continuing this research with AIDI platform development and its features
evaluation with healthcare used cases. First AI services provided by AIDI will concentrate on image diagnostics. This
decision is based on our findings during this research where we noticed that healthcare service providers need methods
which can easily be implemented into medical imaging and image diagnostics services. AI-based imaging and machine
visionmethods arewidely adopted and accepted by healthcare professionals and companieswho develop image diagnostic
solutions for healthcare. Furthermore, wewill expandAImethods database as well as providemore integrations to training
data and third-party AI service providers.We will also analyse business potential and healthcare organizations acceptance
of AIDI platform based on the market feedback and implement suitable AI methods for AIDI platform based on market
needs. Moreover, we will apply funding for a new scientific project to bring AIDI platform alive.

Data availability
No data are associated with this article.
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Interesting, quite exhaustive manuscript aimed at presenting a novel AI-based service platform 
proposal called AIDI (Artificial Intelligence Distribution Interface for healthcare). 
I think that it could be further improved as follows:

Please avoid mentioning commercial names or companies, unless indispensable to properly 
describe the data presented (e.g. GE Healthcare in the Introduction, Microsoft Azur at the 
beginning of Section 2). 
 

○

The use cases from 3.1 and 3.8 are well structured and give a brief but systematic account 
of the potential and actual uses of AIDI. However, I would strongly suggest expanding each 
of them by mentioning the main literature references related to each use case in a 
dedicated table (reporting article title, first author, publication date, use case topic and a 
short summary of the methods and main findings). This would add significant value to the 
manuscript. 
 

○

Use case 3.6 (Medical image diagnostics). A big contribution of AI in the field of medical 
imaging that should be mentioned is the possibility not only to detect disease conditions 
(e.g., cancer), but also to provide insights about patient outcome and eligibility to some 
given treatments or not (e.g., molecular target therapies). Please elaborate on this. 
 

○

The paragraph on "Concerns of AIDI adoption in healthcare" is an important one, yet it 
should be supported by literature references (which are currently lacking at all). Some 
useful references on this topic include (but are not limited to) include the following: 1) 
Coppola F., et al, doi 10.3389/fpsyg.2021.710982; 2) Triberti S., et al, 
doi 10.3389/fpubh.2020.00117

○
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This paper aims at developing a service platform AIDI (Artificial Intelligence Distribution Interface 
for healthcare) and showing its main components. The study focuses on explaining the structure 
of the artifact that authors have designed. The main artifact is an AI-based service platform. The 
structure of the paper is clear and the topic is very up to date and interesting. However, there are 
several issues that could have been improved.The Authors can consider them as improvement 
ideas. 
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The study refers to earlier work but does not provide a clear reference to those studies.  
"proposal is based on our earlier research work in which we evaluated AI-based healthcare 
services".  Related to the above mentioned comment, the authors could have positioned their 
paper to previous academic studies and results more clearly. What does it mean in terms of this 
paper? For example, the title of the paper refers to "novel" platform. Positioning could have 
helped authors to identify and communicate better the elements that actually are "novel". 
 
There are existing case studies that utilize already cloud & AI services (
https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/1399290856490209110-region-hovedstaden-health-
provider-azure-en-we) and there are academic studies that mention Azure AI (R. Singh and N. 
Sharma, "Machine Learning based Medical Information Analysis, Estimations and  Approximations 
over Present Health Research Domain). Therefore, 'novel' parts could have been discussed 
further.  
 
Section 2 
The section 2 describes the basic architecture of AIDI and four layers: Front end, data processing, 
integration and data storage. From a software development point of view, the selection of these 
layers is obvious and clear, however,  one should ask 1) why these elements were chosen to be 
part of the artifact and 2) how the artifact (and opinions) have been designed /constructed by 
using the method. Transparency of this design / construction process is crucially important. 
 
How authors could have addressed this better? If authors continue using a systematic review ("We 
have also used our systematic review about AI-based healthcare services") , there are guidelines 
how to apply the methodology. See for example: https://libguides.library.curtin.edu.au/systematic-
reviews. Authors are encouraged to look this when they prepare their next systematic reviews. 
 
Section 3 
Use cases is from a reviewer's perspective the most mature and interesting part of the article 
focusing on usage scenarios of AIDI platform. Authors cite existing AI and Healthcare-related 
literature showing the use cases for utilizing AI in healthcare. Literature presented here provides 
strong support for using AI components for example in predicting and governing pandemic 
outbreaks and scanning large datasets for identifying & selecting patients for clinical trials.  
 
Are the conclusions (opinions) drawn balanced and justified on the basis of the presented 
arguments? Authors could have followed the survey methodology in a more transparent way 
(defining exclusion/inclusion criteria and showing clearlier where their conclusions are based on?). 
 
There is certainly always place for improvement in papers but as a whole, AI-based healthcare 
platforms deserve more attention and this paper manages to contribute to the field by describing 
the architectural elements of AI-powered  healthcare platforms as well as usage scenarios derived 
from the literature.
 
Is the topic of the opinion article discussed accurately in the context of the current 
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Yes
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